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Introduction

Kairos for a Wounded Country

Jennifer Rutherford

‘A person with a “good eye” possesses the ability to find the 
critical point around which the world organises itself.’ 

Jean Clair¹

In this anthology we have borrowed Alex Selenitsch’s term, 
‘Halfway House’, from his fictional work of architecture included 
in this volume, to characterise the idea of transitional spaces 
and of habitation in the making. The works collected here are 
halfway houses defining the transient, fluid and contested nature 
of Australian spatial relations. Many are responding to the early 
years of the twenty-first century and its return – in mutated 
form – to the spatial practices of the colonial imaginary. In 
these years we witnessed a return to a heightened territorialism, 
to the re-mapping of coastal boundaries, the re-circulation of 
collective phantasms of an invaded home and homeland, the 
renewal of incarceration as central to cultural practice, and the 
redeployment of the Armed Forces in Indigenous communities. 
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The works in this volume explore how we might collect the 
memory of these most recent colonial incursions as we continue 
to create new places of habitation in the interstices of colonial 
discourse. They practice what we name here: ‘Kairos’ for a 
wounded country.

Balance

My sister asked me for a word that conjured up dizziness, 
giddiness and vertigo. I had a private store of such words, having 
spent several years in bed beset by bouts of encephalitis that left 
my swollen brain like a mollusc that had out-grown its shell. 
Perpetually vertiginous, I stored words as a counterweight to 
the dizziness that had befallen me one evening as I was walking 
along Sydney’s Enmore Road. Three years later I was still 
parsing the memory of that walk home, as I lay in bed putting 
words back into sentences, fingering the meaning of suffixes 
and prefixes, cementing ‘this’ and ‘that’ with a conjunction: 
re-learning the techne of meaning-making by laying one word 
beside another. 

I had been working at the Marrickville Community Centre 
in Sydney’s inner-western suburbs and unbeknownst to me, a 
rat had crossed my path, leaving a spirochete-laden spray for 
my fingers to absorb. On that first vertiginous day I had been 
walking up a slight hill when the road suddenly tilted towards 
me until it was at a 90-degree angle to the ground. Caught in 
that impossible right angle, my body made its own 90-degree 
angle with the hill. In my brain’s estimation I was walking up 
a hill while lying horizontal to the ground, an impossible feat 
for a human being but almost possible for an ant. Perhaps this 
was why my wounded brain sent urgent messages to my legs 
to pedal furiously like a cyclist in low gear, while my arms 
attempted to transform into legs and clamber ant-like up the 
wall of the hill. In the confused memory of those days the 
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moment of becoming ant is distinct and unforgettable. I had 
momentarily lost propriocepsis, that essential mechanism of the 
body to orient itself spatially in relation to the world. 

‘Calenture,’ I answered my sister. ‘It’s the delirium sailors fall 
into when they are becalmed at sea.’ The word became the title 
of a film she was making about Berlin street scapes in which still 
photos of Berlin are montaged in quick syncopated rhythms that 
shuttle the eye from wall, to sky, to ground, to street, creating a 
vertiginous experience of liquid space.² 

This was back in the early 1980s, when space had barely 
entered the lexicon of the humanities. In 1974 Henri Lefebvre 
had posed the question in La Production de l’espace – whether 
language, logically, epistemologically or genetically, precedes, 
accompanies or follows space³ – but it would be years before 
it would be translated into English as The Production of Space. 
I doubt that it could have helped me. I spent the greater part 
of that decade in bed tracking a path through the puzzle of 
language’s relation to space. 

Language takes on a material quality when it is newly found, 
each word has its own strange dissonance, a misfit between the 
word and the thing it manipulates. Small words – the ifs and 
buts of language – can be uncannily haunted by their unknown 
capabilities as one tries to fit a function to these small nebulous 
sounds. Saussure was lacking an existential ground when he 
suggested that without language the world is a swirling vortex.⁴ 
Without language, things stay in their place, although their place 
becomes unrecoverable. Being unable to say, casts experience 
into its deepest intensity, a loneliness of experience in which, to 
borrow Lacan’s expression, words can’t cut a groove in the real. 
To be without propriocepsis is an altogether different experience, 
it is a free fall into non-being; the moment when up becomes 
down, inside becomes outside, self  becomes ant. As I clambered 
over words like misplaced furniture and mistook at times, the 
wall for the floor, I came to know something of the materiality 
of language and the liquidity of space. If language opens the 
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door to the spaces we inhabit, it does so through the hinge 
of our bodies. Kafka captures this in his metaphor of a man 
turned beetle, who can see the room in which his family dwell 
but cannot enter it; who can squeak but not speak the words 
that would re-instantiate him as brother and son; and who can 
see and inhabit the space in which his body has been corralled 
but cannot arrest its transformation into waste. Language and 
propriocepsis, are the spirit levels of human experience, but as 
Kafka presaged, whole cultures can lose both.

First Steps

In one of those bed-ridden years a friend brought a new book 
for me to read, Reading the Country.⁵ I had never seen a book like 
it before. A work of fragments comprised of Stephen Muecke’s 
critical commentary, Krim Benterrak’s artworks, Muecke’s 
photos and Paddy Roe’s stories, the narrative of Reading the 
Country follows the journey of Stephen and Krim, as they 
accompany the Aboriginal elders Paddy Roe and Butcher 
Joe across Paddy Roe’s country, Roebuck Plains in Western 
Australia. As they travel, Benterrack paints, Muecke writes and 
photographs, Paddy tells the stories of his country, and Butcher 
Joe is occasionally captured in Muecke’s photos drawing maps 
in the sand of the country they are traversing. Voices and texts 
proliferate, and with them ways of seeing, understanding and 
narrating the country. I say ‘The’ country because the idea 
of ‘country’ had not yet challenged the hegemony of white 
epistemologies, imaginings and spatial practices.

It is easy to lose sight of the newness of Reading the Country 
now that so many of its challenges and innovations have been 
integrated into post-colonial writing and research practices. In 
it, space splinters into spaces, as the form of the work reveals the 
concepts, practices, representations and lived realities that produce 
different spaces coincidentally in the one place of Roebuck Plains. 
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Geological maps created for the purpose of mining, exploratory 
maps devised through the acts of exploration and colonisation, 
and interviews with Indigenous and non-Indigenous locals are 
interspersed with Muecke’s critical voice – which is in turn 
unsettled by the voices and images of others, most notably those 
of Paddy Roe. If Muecke is never quite able to relinquish the 
narrative reins, the structure of the work gives weight to his 
direction to the reader to attend to the poeticity found in the 
voice of Paddy Roe. Paddy Roe’s voice is unedited, breaking a 
white tradition of simplifying and anglicising Aboriginal English. 
For the first time the white Australian reader has to struggle 
with Aboriginal English in its difference to Australian English, 
to encounter the grain of a different grammar, and its different 
tonalities and rhythms. White readers can’t glide over this 
voice; they have to strain to understand and register a difference 
irreducible to white ways of assimilating the Indigenous other. 
Muecke speaks of Roe’s stories as having a transcendent quality, 
suggesting that Paddy Roe’s talking voice is a form of poetry 
involving a way of talking about his country that has little to do 
with mythology. Side-stepping the position of white authorial 
creator he relocates the creative act in Paddy Roe’s storytelling 
and its aural traditions. 

Reading the Country attempted to generate a new writing 
strategy for a re-imagined post-colonial Australia and a new 
hybrid poetics for a particular space – Roebuck Plains. At the 
same time it was one of the first Australian works of high 
postmodernism. It was fragmentary, it refused authorial unity, 
encouraged multiple perspectives and interpretations of the 
object, decentred both the writing and reading position, and 
dismantled the position of the writer/artist as the unifying voice 
in the text. If this juxtaposition of postcolonial and postmodern 
imperatives now seems fraught by its Francophile framing, this 
very uneasiness attests to a defining moment when the new 
Australian humanities began to register that the space in which 
they spoke was irreducible to their speech. ‘Empty’ space had 
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started to speak insistently, vociferously, and eloquently in a 
language that the Australian humanities had yet to learn to 
read. And how could they begin to read? Only by hearing the 
emptiness of their speech.

Funambulism

Writing of the attempt by philosophers to traverse the void 
between mental space – as conceived by the Western 
philosophical and epistemological tradition – and the lived 
spaces of the physical and social world, Henri Lefebvre draws on 
metaphors from the circus and the high trapeze to conjure the 
difficulty of traversing the gap between mental and lived space.

From time to time some intrepid funambulist will set off 
across the void, giving a great show and sending a delightful 
shudder through the onlookers. By and large, however, so-called 
philosophical thinking recoils at the mere suggestion of any 
such salto-mortale. If they still see the abyss at all, the professional 
philosophers avert their gaze.⁶ 

If thought that attempts to traverse the relation between mental 
and lived space is an act of funambulism, what of thought that 
attempts to rethink both its mental concepts and lived spatial 
practices as a mode of dispossession in dialogue with those subjects, 
cosmologies and lived spatial practices it has dispossessed? To 
think through the way mental categories have instantiated the 
space of dispossession is a very different act from giving form 
and expression to the experience of being dispossessed. 

Ali Gumilya Baker draws on a photographic image of her 
grandmother’s hands playing a pushbutton accordion to evoke 
the interstitial spaces in which the unspoken and unrecorded 
stories of Noongar peoples dwell. ‘Our identities,’ she writes, 
‘are like a squeezebox: when you pull the squeezebox of your 
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memory all the hidden parts are uncovered’.⁷ Sound, she 
suggests, must be made out of this interstitial space, like the 
breath that lies waiting to become music in the paper folds of 
the accordion. In Gumilya Baker’s story, lived experience moves 
from the interstitial folds of the accordion back into the full 
sound of music. 

While in the 1980s and 1990s Indigenous writers, artists and 
scholars were giving body and word to repressed experience 
and occluded memory, white scholars, writers and artists were 
beginning to register how the dwelling space of their thought – 
its intellectual genealogies and linked social practices – were 
profoundly implicated in dispossession. Registering the presence 
of the past in the present would entail rethinking the ground of 
thought.

Spatial theorist and artist Paul Carter explored the way white 
spatial practices have cleared and mapped the land, imposing 
a cleared space of inhabitation he named ‘abysmal discourse’. 
‘As the colonist advances’, he writes, ‘he wipes out every sign 
of difference, covering up the swerve of historical experience, 
reducing the land to a blankness. His corrupted travel clears 
the way for representing the world in a table’.⁸ In early works 
Carter proposed ‘an art of the gap’ capable of countering 
‘abysmal discourse’ by generating new aesthetic forms that 
forge encounters with the memories, voices, meanings, and 
imaginings occluded by the spatial practices of colonisation. 
This ‘art of the gap’ has taken many forms for him; theoretical 
and historical works, performance pieces, radio plays, public art 
works and installations.⁹ In 2004 the epistemological direction 
of this work was synthesised in a new collaborative volume, 
Material Thinking.¹⁰ Citing Soren Kierkeggaard: ‘Becoming is a 
movement from some place, but becoming oneself is a movement 
at that place’.¹¹ Material Thinking proposes materialising thought 
in creative collaborations capable of inventing place as a creative 
mode of habitation. For Carter, we are all resident in the abysmal 
discourse of colonialism and all implicated in the need to recreate 
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a shared space of habitation. How, he asks, can we rewrite the 
self into place? The self understood as being all those disparate 
selves that are dispossessed by the practices of colonialism and 
its abysmal discourse. Recognising in the migrant condition 
a stimulus for the genesis of new creative forms, he suggests 
that material thinking can disrupt the linear patterns of colonial 
narration to retrieve its migrant matter. Conceived as a migrant 
poesis, he proposes creative acts of place-making sensitive to the 
silences and histories of place, and reweaving memory into a 
new pattern-making. 

Kairos

In a flick of the shutter, photographer Henri Cartier-Bresson 
captures images that define an epoch through his capacity to 
anticipate the forward movement of the moment intuitively. 
Writing on Cartier-Bresson’s famed capacity to photograph ‘the 
decisive moment’, art historian Jean Clair suggests that Cartier-
Bresson’s photography, like much of modern art, is greatly 
indebted to the ancient concept of Kairos. Clair defines Kairos as: 

the opposite of logos; it is the decisive moment that marks a break 
in the continuity and logical progression of things, an intervention 
in the rhetoric of the world, an invasion, an incursion timed to 
occur precisely at the right moment to interrupt its flow.¹² 

For the ancient Greeks Kairos was a term that condensed many 
meanings. As Jean Clair writes, in the archaic period, Kairos was 
the vulnerable spot in the body, the chink in the armour that 
allowed death to enter. Hence the Iliad cites several passages 
where Athena deflects the arrow from the Kairos of the hero’s 
body at the final moment. Kairos also held an original spatial 
meaning referring to the capacity of the eye to intuitively 
discern the exact moment of intervention. For the hunter it was 
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the skill of releasing an arrow at precisely the right moment to 
fell a beast, while for the physician it concerned the skill of the 
hands to identify Kairos – the vulnerable point in the ill body. 
In this sense Kairos is both spatial and temporal, defined both 
as a locus and a defining moment. As Greek culture evolved, 
the idea of Kairos also evolved to include the capacity to see 
clearly and judge well in the context of the greater complexity 
of both knowledge and the world. Kairos, in this sense, involves 
mastering the apprehension of both time and place.¹³

Struggling to put meaning back into words by parsing the 
meanings floating in the strange rhythms of Paddy Roe’s words, 
Reading the Country was my Kairos. It touched the wounded body 
in precisely the right way, teaching an art of reading space when 
the body had lost its ability to both read and perceive itself in 
relation to its space. It is no strange serendipity that this book fell 
into my hands at precisely the right time. If my very personal 
story of learning to read serves as a metaphor for a wounded 
culture encountering space as lived, peopled, and voiced as if 
for the first time, it is because we all invent stories to allow 
us to traverse the tightrope of being. Wounded, one looks for 
meanings to suture the wound. 

Halfway House

A quarter of a century has passed since the publication of 
Reading the Country but its imperatives remain, as does our 
collective need for new works capable of walking their readers 
into the interstitial spaces of the culture. Paul Carter writes 
in this anthology that an Australian poetics of space ‘cannot 
be a general poetics, only a poetics of situations, occasions or 
unfinished tracks rather than complete outlines’. In Halfway 
House: The Poetics of Australian Spaces we follow the tracks, the 
situations, and the occasions from the Mallee to the Gulf of 
Carpentaria, to Woomera and Botany Bay, where a new poetics 
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of Australian place-making emerges, diverse in its use of the 
term ‘poetics’, in its sites of poetic practice, and in poetic praxis 
itself. Many of these works invite a dynamic interaction with 
space. Attuned to historically determined tendencies, they 
invite experiencing a complexity of both circumstances and 
change. Many share a focus on movement, making the base 
of an Australian poetics of space, the human foot in motion. 
They draw attention to the mark of the foot, the rhythm of 
the shoe, and the step, and in doing so they register the act of 
trespass. Registering this, the essays and works in this volume 
attempt to find the critical or creative point that will enable the 
next step. In these essays and their neighbouring conjunctions 
we find a radical rethinking of the poetics of Australian space, 
the changing rhythms of poetic foot, choreographed foot, the 
lived outcome of outmoded poetics, and the genesis of new 
half way houses, in games, dances, journeys and voices. Kairos 
for a wounded country might then, not be found in a singular 
defining moment, but in these small flickers of recognition 
when a work brings into view the contingency of the ground 
itself, and of our shared relation to it.

1 J. Claire, ‘Kairos; the idea of the decisive moment in the work of Cartier-
Bresson’, Henri Cartier-Bresson: The Man, the Image & the World: A Retrospective, 
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Part 1

‘I could dance it but 
my knee’s buggered’





In the opening essay to this volume, Ross Gibson draws on 
the sign left by his own shoe on another man’s land to make 
a fundamentally optimistic move beyond ideologies to a 
place where aesthetics, history and a living environment are 
interdependent and interlocking systems. He brings the reader to 
that place via a narrative of visiting, trespassing and meditating 
on a man (who would now be called a ‘feral’) and the Pilliga 
Scrub where he lived. A tribute to the legendary place-writer, 
the late Eric Rolls, Gibson’s essay uses a provocatively Romantic 
lexicon before moving to outline the poetics of an integration of 
country and human. 

Stephen Muecke shares Gibson’s focus on the integrative 
and creative act of place-making. He imagines an ‘architecture 
of thought’ for an indigenous Australian philosophy – both 
‘Indigenous’ and ‘Australian’ that is not the Bachelardian 
archetype of a village house, but more that of someone walking 
into that shimmering transformation sometimes called the 
Australian landscape. He proposes a poetics of polyphonic and 
alert responses to the contingencies of an ecology, and of multiple 
registers of voice to enhance life, arguing that for this there can 
be no model or system prepared in advance; but rather a strong 
performance (‘I could dance it, but my knee’s buggered…’). 
Two mock-Ocker parables open Stephen Muecke’s ficto-critical 
essay which broaches a poetics of doing and agency, rather than 
being and identity, making country, political engagement and 
identity inseparable. Neither ‘temporal priority’ nor accepting 
or rejecting modernity, Muecke argues, will solve the dilemmas 
and bad blood his parables exemplify. For Muecke, poetics is 
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agency, an ongoing engagement with process not just argued but 
embedded in the very structure of most Aboriginal languages. 
He quotes a section from Strehlow’s Aranda Traditions about 
honeysuckle trees showing the ongoingness of the ancestral 
presence who continually makes the place as it is by his actions 
which are in turn maintained by the poetics of human actions; 
the rhythm of melody, dancing feet and flow of blood in 
ceremonies specific to the place. The law of the honey, he 
reminds us, is always there, it ‘flows incessantly’ unchanging in 
that place. It is vulnerable however to the law-breaking violence 
of bulldozers able to mutate place in the names of profit and 
economic viability.

But what of the dissonances and disruptures of migrants’ 
experiences of displacement? Mandy Thomas’s exploration of 
the Vietnamese migrant experience recalls the reader to the 
bodily and psychic consequences of displacement. Drawing on 
her work with Vietnamese Australians and their experience of 
over-spacious Australia, Thomas views the body as the focus of 
cultural change giving it new significance in Australian spatial 
analysis, and making it possible to reconceptualise the effects of 
displacement. Playing with the notion of ‘sensory regimes’, she 
explores the structured relationships between embodiment and 
the senses which radically impact on perception, understanding 
and knowledge. For the Vietnamese migrants’ experience she 
discusses, Australian space is inscribed by their loss of sensory 
experience, not as inherent in Australian space but in their own 
haptic bodily loss of home and a sense of dwelling. Thomas’s 
essay opens new pathways to rethinking, as Carter has suggested, 
the migrant matter occluded in colonial discourse. 
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